Biofeedback Using K-VEST

What K-VEST Incorporates to Accelerate Performance:

- Green/Red animation which provides real-time visual feedback
- Audio tones reinforce correct movements
- Optimizes communication to accelerate the improvement process
- Helps eliminate unnecessary swing thoughts on the course

Biofeedback can be used to improve all aspects of your golf swing, including:

- Setup
- Backswing
- Top
- Impact

How It Works
When you move into the desired positions set by your professional, the 3D animation turns green, while music simultaneously plays in the background. If you move outside of these desired settings, the animation will turn red and the music ceases, providing instant, real-time feedback so you can play better in less time.

Watch Heath Slocum Train in K-VEST at the US Open:

What Tour Professionals Are Saying About K-VEST...

“I can’t imagine training without K-VEST.”
- Heath Slocum,
  PGA Tour Professional

“This is the new trend on tour.”
- Mark Wilson,
  PGA Tour Professional

“K-VEST helped get me to the European Tour”
- Scott Pinckney,
  European Tour Player

PRICING INFORMATION:

$150
- Selective Functional Movement/TPI Golf Screen
- K-Vest 6D Performance Consultation
- Results and Introduction to Golf Management Program

$35 per session
- K-Vest Performance Training

WestTexasRehab.org
4601 Hartford - (325) 793-3441

Harness the Technology Pros
Use to Efficiently Improve Distance, Accuracy and Lower Scores
The K-VEST Game Improvement System

Our wireless 3D technology captures your golf swing to more effectively diagnose the true cause of accuracy and distance issues. A K-VEST Certified Professional can accurately analyze your swing and design a custom game improvement program specifically designed game to make you a more efficient ball striker. Using the same technology the leading PGA and LPGA players use, the K-VEST system will report on the following swing information.

Swing Sequence
(critical to accuracy)

Swing Timing
(critical to accuracy)

Rotational Velocities
(critical for distance)

The K-VEST Experience - See, Hear and FEEL a More Efficient Swing!

When you arrive for the initial K-VEST session with a Certified Professional, you will put on the vest, and within 60 seconds, your swing will quickly and accurately begin to be analyzed.

Your professional will set up personalized motion range benchmarks for all of the key areas to begin creating your more efficient golf swing. Find out how posture, hip rotation, and upper body movement affect your ability to transfer energy into the golf club.

Where Is Your Game?
If you have tried “almost everything” and are still asking yourself these questions:

• How do I get more distance on my drives?
• How do I get rid of this slice?
• Why is my ball flight inconsistent?
• Why does my back hurt halfway through the round?

The answers might surprise you!

FACT #1: Everyone is willing to share golf improvement tips and “quick fix” swing products to try to solve your problems.

FACT #2: Everyone’s body is different as well as their swing. Refer to Fact #1 - that is why you need to develop the swing that is most efficient for your body.

FACT #3: To really improve your game, you need to schedule a K-VEST assessment with a Certified Professional.